This research aims to describe the phonological variation in Serawai language that used by Minangkabaunese and Serawainese.This research is a descriptive research with a qualitative approach. The method that used in this research is method that proposed by Sudaryanto. The data are collected by using observational method, the technique applied in collecting data are interview, recording and taking field notes. In analyzing data, the researcher used a distributional method. The presenting the result is by using formal (signs and symbols) and informal method (descriptive of ordinary word). The result of this research is the phonological variation in Serawai language that used by Minangkabaunese and Serawainese consist of 8 differential. They are 4 vocoid variations and 4 contoid variations. The vocoid variations are [ə
I. INTRODUCTION
Serawai language is one of the languages that used by Serawai ethnic that locates in Bengkulu Province. It is used in three ditricsts, they are Seluma Regency, South Bengkulu Regency, and Kaur Regency (Aliana et, 1992) . Serawai language is still used and kept by the native speakers as a communication tool in their daily life. The Serawaineses are very proud of their language. It can be seen through their way to communicate. They usually do not use another languages even Bahasa to communicate in their hometown. Moreover, the speakers keep speaking Serawai language wherever they live. They do it when they meet up with their own relatives in abroad.
The comers that come from West Sumatera has a big numbers to dominate in trading in South Bengkulu. Most of them live in Kota Manna, a capital of South Bengkulu Regency. They live around traditional market and shopping center, and also strategic places to make a business. They usually choose appropriate places that have a good transportation access. A couple of years ago, the comers were just being merchants. In the other hand, for now Minangkabaunese who live in Kota Manna have got many professions, for example a teacher, parliamentarians, civil servant, doctor, and etc.
Minangkabaunese is known as a migrate society. According to Chandra, et al. (2000:51) migration is a tradition of Minangkabau society. The main purpose they move to the other place is for trading. Minangkabaunese has been known as a reliable trader. The life's philosophy about migration that exposed in Minangkabaunese proverb "di ma bumi dipijak, di sinan langik dijunjuang" that is a value of life that inspire Minangkabaunese to live in the other region.
There are interesting phenomenon that occurred in field about this study. First is a fact that a lack of research about Serawai language, if it is compared with the other language in Indonesia, for example Java language and Minangkabau language. Second, both Serawainese and Minangkabaunese are conservative speakers. It means both of them equally strong to maintain their mother language wherever they live. But, the uniqueness in this case, when Minangkabaunese come to Serawai region, they use Serawai language for their daily communication.
Third, although Minangkabaunese in Kota Manna use Serawai language as their daily language, but Serawai language that their used is different with Serawai language that used by Serawainese itself. The language differences or language variation is occurred differences to say a language. The differences can be seen with compare lingustic elements in a language or more. It is consist of phonological, morphologycal, lexicon, syntax, and semantic, Zulaeha (2010) and Nadra and Reniwati (2006) . The comparison linguistic element based on consideration of time of use and speakers from language that study.
Language distinction can be seen from the speaker also. Speakers that have a social group (social dialect) and region place (geography of dialect) that differences can be seen by the ways to speak. Social group has related with class or status, and communities in society. An educated group has different language with worker group, farm labor, and the other social community.
Base on a user group of language, dialect can divided into three types, such as: (1) regional dialect, is a language variation base on difference local (place) in a language; (2) social dialect, is a language variation that used by a community or group in a language; and (3) temporal dialect is a language variation that used by group language that live in one time (Nadra, 2006:30-31) . This research is a social dialect that study about language variation that used by a community or group in a language. In this case Serawai language variation that used by Minangkabaunese and Serawainese that live in Kota Manna, South Bengkulu. In this research language variation will be discused on synchronic, and the differences will be focused on phonological variation.
As synchronically, language variation research is seen to compare between variation observation point with the other observation point in a period of time. Nadra (1997: 22) states that there is no language in the world that has no variation or differences. These variations are like different utterances by someone from time by time or the differences that occured in a place to other place. That utterance differences consist of sound, phone, phoneme, morpheme, or lexical. Keraf (1984: 143) states that language variation can be started by placing same region of language. There is a group of people that has different and similar characteristic. A set of utterances that has characteristic that same in phonemic structure, vocabularies, morphology, and syntax that owned by each group called dialect. On the other hand, a group of people also has differences individu. Every one utters the language by bringing his own unique. The uniqueness is owned someone that that is habitual that based on inclination or impression to use language. Keraf (1996:144) and Nadra and Reniwati (2009:3) Phonological variation is a language variation in phonological aspects consist of sound variation and phoneme variation ( Nadra and Reniwati, 2009:23) . For example, it can be seen through phonological variation in Sasak language that quoted by Nadra (2009:25) , that is variation of sound [i] at the end position. That variation are -i, -e, -ie, and -iz. Mahsun (1995:33) explains that sound differences are not occured in phonetic context requirements, but it is an allophone. This reaserchThe theory that used in this research is proposed by Nadra and Reniwati (2009) which has been explained before.
There several reseach deal with Serawain Language which have difference approach (Nopriansyah, 2015; Yukrawan, 2008; and Ponirah, 2014) . The researches that have relevation with this research related with similarity of language phenomenon that is a language that used by other language speakers are the researches that studied (Prihatini, 2014; Anindya, 2016; and Leimgruber, 2011) . Therea are also several research done with phonological variation which have difference object to the current research (Febrina, 2014; Rahman, 2014; Yusman, 2014) . In her research Febrina (2014) The current research has a substansial differences with those researches. It focuses on phonological variation in Serawai language that used by Minangkabaunese and Serawainese. This issue is not yet discuss in any of the previous research.
II. METHODS
This reaseach is conducted by using descriptive method and qualitative aproach. According to Nida (1963:1) there are four fundamentalist principles of descriptive analysis, firstly descriptive analysis must be based upon what people say. Second, the forms are primary and the usages secondary. Third, no parts of language can be adequately described without reference to all other parts. Fourth, languages are constantly in the process of change. The data are collected by using observational method, the technique applied in collecting data are interview, recording technique and taking field notes technique.
To analyze of the data used distributional method. Furthemore, the method that used for presented the result of data analysis are formal(signs and symbols) and informal method (descriftive of ordinary word).
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Phonological variation is appear of phonetic differences in Serawai language that used by Serawainese and Minangkabaunese. The differences consist of one, two, or more phon or phoneme from lexicons that come from one etimon.
Data show phonological variation are 8 variation, they are 4 sound vocoid and 4 sound contoid. Phonological variation can be seen from sound differences of symbol that have transcribed. For example, there is differences sound of symbol to realizing lexicon aɤi~ari that mean 'hari' and butul~botol that mean 'botol'. 
